
Monkeys are Never Men
A Short-short Story by HORansome

Humblebert Fouglebert III had a problem. It wasn’t because he was a monkey, because, as everyone 
knows, Science has shown that monkeys are 8.2 times better than a standard Caucasoid male. No, it was 
because his typewriter had turned into a time-machine. Humblebert no longer knew when he was. It 
was either 1920s New York or Stone Age France; to a monkey, all humans and human eras look alike.
 Humblebert’s troubles arose when he started work on his new piece of ‘Fecal Fortuneteller’s 
Fortnightly,’ the premier house-racing magazine in the simian world. What should have been a simple 
five hundred words on ‘up-swingin’ on the downlow’ had inadvertently sent him hurtling through time. 
Humblebert wasn’t one to lay blame; possibly his partner Jocasta Jocasta Jocasta Jones had set him a 
deadly trap or maybe he was ultimately responsible, possibly having put in a time-ribbon rather than an 
ink ribbon before he started work. Anything was probable, especially for a monkey with means.
 Now, stranded in time with another two hundred words to go, Humblebert was really beginning 
to regret never having read ‘The Fucking Manual.’
 “Maybe it’s this key,’ he said as his non-prehensile thumb jabbed at the Euro (€) button.
 The Moon exploded.
 “Nope, not that one. How about a simple Shift-A-J-K-L combo to revert History back on track.”
 Humblebert’s genitals swapped functions.
 “Hmm, and I haven’t even got a change of pants in case I need to go to a party,” Humblebert 
mused, somewhat grumpily.
 Unbeknownst to Human Science, only Homo sapiens sapiens have fixed sexes; all other forms of 
life upon the Earth can easily change sex with a moments notice, although most animals like to men-
tally prepare themselves beforehand (and possibly have a change of clothes at the ready when it oc-
curs). Humblebert had been quite keen on his male genitals, having painted and gussied them up, and 
to find himself  with a vagina in what was beginning to look like pre-dynastic Egypt was just not on.
 He hit the typewriter. It went ‘clink, cling, bing - ka-ching,’ sucking the Earth into a black hole.
 “Shit,” Humblebert Fouglebert III said. “I hate being stuck in an event horizon.”
 Luckily, by the time he finished his article he had not only worked out how to get home, restore 
the Moon and stop humans from ever flourishing, but he also had his testicles back.

The End


